
Reviews
Comment by the Editor:
The reviewers find the approach presented here interesting, but criticize that youhave not established the specific advantage of the presented approaches overexisting approaches. We feel it is important to analyse common use cases whereexisting approaches fail or cannot be applied. So far the only comment on theadvantage of SLiM over the other methods seems to be that SLiM can takecircular genomes into account (How much does this matter?).
Furthermore, we find it difficult to interpret the data and figures presented in theresults section. For example, the data presented in Figure 2: 1. There is no 1 to1 comparison between the WF expectation and the simulation results. Forexample, a simulation without recombination would be useful to show that inideal circumstances the simulations perform as expected. 2. Why/how can thenormalization lead to negative values? A better explanation of how thenormalization works would be helpful interpreting the figure.
It is also unclear what exactly the figures are intended to show. If the main aim ofthe figure is to show that rescaling does not have an effect on the data, then thefigure should show a direct comparison between different scaling factors. Once itis established that the scaling factors do not change the results, SLiM could thenbe compared to existing methods. In general, as has been pointed out by thereviewers, improved figure legends would help with understanding the presenteddata. Finally, jargon and abbreviations are used to an extent that the paperbecomes difficult to read.
In conclusion the manuscript requires very substantial revision in order to berecommended. Importantly, we feel a revision should include data regarding theadvantage of SLiM over existing methods.
We thank the editor for the comments made. We agree with the comments aboutthe figures, and made the suggested changes. However, we believe there was amisunderstanding about the method we showcase here, as explained to thereviewers below. The adaptation of SLiM presented here is not aimed atcompeting with FastSimBac or ms on “simple” scenarios but rather to open newsimulation possibilities. Still, we compare a simple model of bacterial simulationwith other simulators, in order to test whether the newly implemented simulatorbehaves properly. It appears that it was not clear enough that SLiM is able tosimulate a very wide range of scenarios that are out of reach of the othersimulators. To clarify this, we improve the text to highlight our goal, and add anew model illustrating the flexibility of the simulator. In this new example, wesimulate bacteria growing on a Petri dish with antibiotics in half of the plate anddeveloping resistance thanks to a beneficial mutation. This more complex modelgives a good insight into the variety of scenarios that one could simulate.
In general we believe that the manuscript has benefited greatly from addressingthe reviewer’s comments and we thank you and the reviewers for yourconsideration. The major changes are highlighted in the revised manuscript.



Reviewed by anonymous reviewer, 2020-11-06 00:05
Reviewing the paper: Simulations of bacteria populations with SliM
Dear authors, I appreciate your effort in writing this manuscript. Overall I foundthe manuscript interesting.
Thank you.
Introduction |- Comments
I found the title of the paper a bit deceiving. From the title, I was expecting to seean example of bacterial populations under complex demographic scenarios andselection forces. This paper is more technical. In the first two paragraphs, youexplain why simulations are so crucial in bacterial population genomics.Simulation can reveal the past and forecast the new demographic andevolutionary changes of bacterial populations. In your paper, though you do notshow any direct evidence of SLiM doing that. You do not show any examplewhere SLiM quantifies the eco-evo dynamics of bacterial populations. In the thirdparagraph, you compared SLiM to other simulators (e.g., a forward geneticsimulator that can simulate complex scenarios including demographics andselection forces, has its language Eidos which makes easily adjustable tosimulate bacterial populations).
Answer: This paper is indeed a technical one. We stress the importance of"simple" simulations to verify the correctness of a newly implemented model. Asimple scenario also enables a pedagogical walk-through of the different blocksnecessary for simulating bacteria with SLiM, so users could easily build morecomplex scenario from this one. However, we understand that the introductionmay have not been clear enough, thus we clarified the aim of this paper, which isbacterial simulation. Notably, we clarified that inferring demography is not doablewith SLiM alone, as it requires other methods (such as ABC) to perform theinference of the parameters. We also now showcase a more complex scenarioconsisting in bacteria and antibiotic interaction on a petri dish to illustrate thepotential of our bacterial model.
Action:- Rephrase part of the intro- Add example of how to build a more complex model.

Methods |-Comments The methods section confused me so much. For this, I'll gostep by step. SLim comes together with the following characteristics: 1. Forwardsimulator 2. It has its own coding language, Eidos, which makes it adjustable forsimulating bacterial populations 3. It allows you to simulate bacterial simulationunder the assumptions of a Wright-Fisher model and a non-WF framework. Thisis quite clear to me. Comment: In this manuscript, you are performing simulationsof bacterial populations under the non-WF framework, but you do not validate thenon-WF results with any experimental data.



Answer: We understand that comparing the SFS and LD of real bacteria underon constant size scenario with the same parameters as in the model would behelpful, however such dataset does not exist. There is also no experimental datawith known demographic and adaptive parameters, and one goal of this simulatoris actually to help inferring these processes for real populations.
Methods |-Horizontal gene transfer, recombination and circularity - Comments
Horizontal gene transfer: The exchange of pieces of DNA between differentorganisms. The piece can be inserted at a random site or a specific site. If theincoming fragment is homologous, then the piece can be incorporated in a waythat is similar to gene conversion to eukaryotes, where you do not have areciprocal exchange of genetic material.
Comment: I see the importance of taking into consideration gene conversion, butyou can potentially cite a paper reflecting its importance in the adaptation ofbacterial populations, together with the frequency of gene conversion andhomologous recombination. Also, you talk so much about gene conversion whichat the end you do not consider it in your results, except if you refer torecombination as gene conversion which I doubt. This isn't very clear. You rightlyclaim that SLiM is superior to other programs because it can simulate geneconversion and because you consider the bacterial chromosome is circular. Whyis this important? It is known that a bacterial chromosome, in any case, looks likea smear, a chaotic construction where DNA helixes are entangled with eachother. Also, later in the paper, you counter-attack your argument of geneconversion by writing. Because we simulate the entire population; it is notpossible to use gene conversion at a significant rate, otherwise ms crashes, thusthere is no recombination in "burn-in"
Answer: Bacterial recombination occurs through a process similar to geneconversion in eukaryote and not by cross-over. When referring to recombinationthroughout the text we are thus referring to bacterial recombination. We rephrasethe text to make it clearer.
Models including circularity have been studied in the past and it was shown thatcircularity can lead to different patterns, such as LD decaying faster in lineargenomes than in circular genomes (Wiuf 2001, Robinson et al book). Althoughcircularity is likely not important for the metrics and parameters shown in thisstudy, including it is one less incorrect assumption when modeling bacteria. Weunderstand that emphasizing too much this feature might be misleading and thuswe toned down this aspect. After modifications we hope we clarified that theadvantage of SLiM compared to other programs is that it can indeed simulatebacterial recombination (with a process similar to gene conversion) together witha wide variety of scenarios.
Action: Improve section on Horizontal gene transfer, recombination, andcircularity.
Methods |-Burn-in - Comments
It is desirable to start a simulation with a population that is in a mutation-driftequilibrium. We have a mutation-drift equilibrium when both the mutation rate and



the effective population size are stable. In a mutation drift equilibrium, the ratethat the variation is lost due to drift is the same that is gained due to mutation.
Comments: I do not understand what does it mean when you say that thepopulation size is larger than the time-span of interest guess you mean theeffective population size that is needed to reach a mutation drift equilibrium isvery high. Could you clear this out?
Answer: This section was indeed not clear enough, and we rephrase it toimprove the understanding of the point we make. What we meant was that doinga burn-in with a forward simulation is not practical because it takes too muchtime. Indeed the effective population size of bacteria are often much larger thanthe period of interest. In our case, the effective population size is 140,000, whilethe period of interest is 20,000 generations (much smaller than 140k). In thissituation, a burn-in with a forward simulator would last 5x140k = 700 thousandgenerations (5.Ne). So the period of interest would represent here about 2% ofthe total simulation. Besides, 5xNe generations does not offer a guarantee thatwe reach this equilibrium.
Action:- We rephrase the section- We added details about this expectation in the Supplementary Materials.
Methods |- Simulation rescaling - Comments Here you discuss the effect ofrescaling into the summary statistics of the program. It's quite clear to me.
ok.
Methods |- Simulation protocol - Comments
Overall the simulation protocol is detailed and well explained. Many times,however, I was getting errors when I tried to copy-paste the code in the SLiMgui(e.g., ERROR (EidosSymbolTable::_GetValue): undefined identifier genomeSize.This error has invalidated the simulation; it cannot be run further. Once the scriptis fixed, you can recycle the simulation and try again) I suggest making the codemore accessible, so when we test the code of the paper not to paste the linenumbers as well. However, I see the importance of enumeration. In the end, Iused your GitHub code where enumeration is hard to be followed.
Answer: We did not anticipate that readers would use the snippet with SLiM GUI.However we found that it is a great idea and we thus modify the code snippet tomake this experience possible.
Action: We declare the variable within the SLiM script, and not from the bashcommand line. We tried to make the line number not selectable anymore whencopying and pasting, but it appears that it depends on the pdf reader.
Results The Results are quite straight forward. However, when I was readingyour introduction, I was prepared for a different type of results. You did what youwrote about at the end of the introduction (you introduced the model, and thatmodel behaves according to WF-model). Still, you also present a non-WF modelwhose results you do not validate from experimental data.



Answer: See answer above regarding the absence of appropriate experimentaldata.
Figure1: rescaling ~ CPU time and memory Figure2: SFS ~ rescaling Figure3: LD~ rescaling Figure 4: recombination rater & tract length ~ CPU & memory Figure5: SFS ~ recombination rate Figure 6:
Comment: With the caption of your figures, you should convey the main result ofthe figure to be easier for the reader to skim through your soon to be published.For example, in Figure 1, you could write that by increasing the rescaling factoryou observer faster CPU time, and less memory and that nonWF pops are beingfaster.
Answer: We agree with the reviewer that the caption were not conveying theimportant results..
Action: We improve the legends of the figures
Discussion
In the discussion, you summarise your results and refer to the drawbacks of yoursimulator. I could not even find a typo. In general, I have to admit that I admireyour efforts. The paper is neat, well structured, even the bibliography is writtenaccurately. However, there is a space for improvement. Your methods section Ibelieve that needs to be written more clearly. There are several points where thereader gets confused. You have to make from the introduction very clear yourpoints, do not refer to gene conversion as your strong point since it is not, clearout what do you mean by recombination, pass out that this is technical paper.
Answer: We thank the reviewer for the remarks and comments made. We hopethat the modifications made now render the paper clearer both in term of its goaland of its methodology.
Reviewed by anonymous reviewer, 2020-10-2815:59
Simulating genetic data under various scenarios is standard practice inevolutionary biology. This is usually done using coalescent simulations, whichwork well for neutral models. The stated aim of the paper under review is to “gobeyond the limitations of the coalescent” (p. 2).
The authors pursue this by showing how the forward simulator SLiM, apparentlyfirst published in 2013, can be adapted to bacterial populations; its original targetare eukaryotes. The results are similar to those obtained with classical tools suchas ms. And while ms is much faster than SLiM under most scenarios, it isovertaken under high recombination. The paper is essentially an addition to theSLiM manual, it contains no new biology or algorithm. However, SLiM appears tobe a good forward simulator and there are bound to be scenarios not covered bycurrent coalescent simulators, though fast gene conversion isn’t one of them. Theauthors state that ms gets slow with high recombination and msprime so far lacksgene conversion. However, macs is a practical simulator with fast geneconversion published in 2008, which isn’t mentioned.



Answer: We thank the reviewer for his/her remarks. We indeed reuse SLiM tomake usable for bacteria, by notably implementing bacterial recombination (i.e.recombination between any two individuals in a gene-conversion fashion). Thegoal of the comparison with ms and fastSimbac was only to compare theresulting summary statistics because theoretical expectations are hard to derive,especially for LD. The aim of this paper is not to show that our simulator is fasterthan ms with high recombination, but rather to show that it behaves similarly (interms of generated populations) and in a reasonable amount of time. This simplecomparison helps verifying that our model is correct. SLiM's main advantage isits capacity to simulate a very wide range of possible scenario, which coalescentand markovian coalescent simulators cannot perform.
Action: We rephrased when appropriate to clarify that our main goal is toshowcase a simulator that is more flexible and yet efficient.
Here are a few additional detailed comments:
1. p. 2: The authors criticize that gene conversion in ms is based on a linearchromosome, whereas SLiM implements the circular chromosomes found inbacteria. Where does this make a difference?
Answer: We replied above in reviewer 1: Briefly, The circularity is likely notimportant in the metrics we show, however it is one assumption less whenmodeling bacteria. However we understand that we may have oversold thisfeature and thus we tone down this aspect
2. p. 3: The authors recommend a burn-in of 5Ne generations, but caution thatthis also does not guarantee equilibrium. What is the probability of reachingequilibrium as a function of burn-in length? Or is that not known?
Answer: The reviewer is right that 5Ne generations does not guaranteeequilibrium.
Action: We rephrased this section to make it clearer to the reader, and we addedan appendix to justify the 5.Ne rule of thumb.
3. p. 7: All entries in Figure 1 should be based on the same number of replicates,even if times need to be extrapolated from smaller runs.
Answer: Because we are not interested in comparing extreme values (outliers) ofthese distributions but merely the median and quartiles, differences in the numberof replicates (sampling sizes of each box) are not problematic (Krzywinski &Altman 2014). In addition the smaller number of replicates is 30 which is largeenough for showing boxplots (the minimal value is 5). When comparing thesequantities across different sample sizes only the precision might vary, but not theexpectation. On the other hand, extrapolating running times and memory usagesfrom shorter runs could introduce unexpected biases. We followed the commonstatistical analyses recommendations by presenting the numbers of replicates foreach experiment in the main text, section 3.1 and are now including thesenumbers in the figure caption.



Krzywinski, M., & Altman, N. (2014). Visualizing samples with box plots: use boxplots to illustrate the spread and differences of samples. Nature Methods, 11(2),119-121.
4. p. 7: What is the memory requirement of ms and FastSimBac in the lowerpanel of Figure 1?
Answer: We added the average memory requirement for ms and FastSimBacruns in Figure 1.
5. p. 10: Recombination makes ms slow, but a more appropriate comparisonmight be to macs.
Answer: As explained above, our goal is not to have the best simulator in termsof how well it handles high recombination rate, but to have a flexible (thus forwardin time) and efficient simulator.
6. p. 10: As in Figure 1, the run times should be based on the same number ofreplicates.
Answer: See answer from above.

Reviewed by anonymous reviewer, 2020-10-22 06:26
This manuscript describes how to adapt the popular simulator SLiM to bacteria,especially to the bacterial mode of recombination. I had wondered about thispossibility myself in the past, and I am delighted to see this preprint and thedescribed protocol. However, I see several possibilities for improving themanuscript to better highlight the improvements of the described approachcompared to existing approaches.
We thank the reviewer to stress the importance of our work.

The manuscript would greatly profit from an overview figure that explains theunderlying model and the different parameters used and how they go into thesimulation.
Action: We added a simple schema representing the model and the differentparameters.

The main advantage of the described approach should be presented with anexample and discussed. So far, only simulations with comparisons to otherprograms are done, and they show convincingly that the SLiM approach workswell. However, it is not obvious which advantages the presented approach hascompared to ms and FastSimBac. Maybe one more complex simulation thatincludes selection or population structure could be added in the end to show anapplication of the approach. The advantages over previous approaches couldalso be added to the "Discussion" section.



Answer: This is a remark that other reviewers have made, thus we improved theclarity of the text and added a more complex model which, we hope, will givereaders an idea of the breadth of possible scenarios.
Action: We added a very different scenario: Growth of 50 colonies on a petridish, half of which is covered by an antibiotic, and visualisation at different timesteps of the growth and of the resistant bacteria colonies (which has a costwithout antibiotic). We believe such model illustrates the wide range of possiblescenarios.

Section 2.2.1 "mean recombination tract length of 10kb" First, the distributioncould be mentioned here already, although this can be seen in the code. My mainpoint is, however, that this value appears quite large. E.g., unselectedrecombination events found in 10.1371/journal.ppat.1002745 are on average2kbp, most of the recombinations inferred in 10.1128/mBio.02494-18 are below10kb, and the average length of homologous recombination fragments inferred inE. coli is ~500bp (10.1186/1471-2164-13-256). The simulation is presented forparameters from S. agalactiae where the mean length is even above 100kb, andthis paper is based on selected recombination events, whereas unselectedevents should provide the parameters for the simulation (see10.1371/journal.ppat.1002745 for the difference). Although, I understand thatthese parameters can be adjusted, I wondered how the simulations perform forshorter length.
Answer: In section 3.2, "impact of recombination”, we perform simulations withdifferent values of the mean recombination tract length. In this experiment theparameter varies from lambda/100 to lambda, i.e. from 122kb/100 = 1220 bp to122kb. For a short length of 1220bp, we can confirm that the model behavedcorrectly (Figure 5 and 6).
Action: We added the mention that it is from a geometric distribution in the text,and not only in the code.

Section 2.2.1 It is not clear to me how the source individual for therecombination event is chosen. Since offspring is directly added to thepopulation, is it possible, that generated recombinants can already be the sourceindividual for recombinants generated later in the same generation?
Answer: No it is not possible, newly generated individuals are held off to the sideuntil reproduction() callbacks finish executing, and are then merged into theirrespective subpopulations, specifically to prevent this type of behaviour.
Action: We precise this point.

The authors should mention the recently released simulator CoreSimul(10.1186/s12859-020-03619-x), maybe in the introduction. If feasible, it would beinteresting to see how it compares to SLiM.
Answer: We thought about the possibility to add CoreSimul in the introductionbut as this simulator simulates slightly different data from what we had in mind wechose not to. But reconsidering our first thought, we can definitely mentionCoreSimul as a bacterial simulator stressing its difference (mainly simulatingnucleotide with model of sequence evolution). We also tried CoreSimul with some



of our parameters and the tree given in example (34 individuals) , but it was tooslow, most likely because of the length of the simulated chromosome. Forinstance, it takes about 100 seconds to simulate a fragment of 200kb, and takesmuch longer for 2Mb, running in about 7000 seconds (about 2h). We understandthat CoreSimul does not simulate populations but rather coregenomes of asampled population, and thus an accurate comparison is not straightforward. Webelieve each simulator has its own advantages.
Action: Mention of CoreSimul in the introduction.
Additional comments: Section 2.1.2 "Because we simulate the entire population,it is not possible to use gene conversion at a significant rate, otherwise mscrashes, thus there is no recombination in burn-in." Maybe you can be moreprecise and describe why ms crashed, would more RAM solve the issue? Whichpopulation size would the feasible with ms?
Answer: It was a segmentation fault caused most likely by lack of RAM. For therecord, with our set of parameters and a rescaling factor of 100 (thus a populationsize and sample size of 1400 individuals) and even when dividing therecombination rate by 100, ms requires more than 15Go of RAM. This is alreadya lot, considering that a realistic recombination rate (100 times higher) would leadto considerably more recombination events and required even more RAM. Weare confident that more RAM would not solve the issue, on a practical scale.
Section 2.1.3 "The rescaling factor must also be applied to the duration of thesimulation (and the duration of different events that might occur), so that theeffects of drift remains similar." Maybe it could be described explicitly how thelength and events should be increased or decreased.
Action: We added an example to precise how the rescaling should be applied forthe duration of events:
“For instance, with a rescaling factor of 10, the length of the simulation will beshorten by a factor of 10, as well as any other events, like the length of abottleneck, or the start time of an expansion.”
Section 2.2.1 "constant 11" Should it read "constant 1"?
Answer: It should read “defined by the constant line 11”.
Action: fix typo.


